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ABSTRACT. Bom’s first approximation foimula,‘has Ikhui ap[)liod hi*r(‘ to cali'ulato 
tho differential cross s(3ctJon of scattering of an (dcctroi| by an excited helium atom. It is 
found that the cross section of scattering of electrons of tOO e V  energy by excited He atom is 
v(3ry nearly the same as that by sen^ tmed H(^  atom ; the cjfoss section of scattering of th<‘ same 
by bar(3 He nucleus is slightly greater than both of tht‘tti. Howevc'i*, the experimimtal cross 
s<3ction for ordinary He is considerably largtu* than theale three theoretical results at angles 
above 80'^ , wliereas at angle's below 70', the ('xp(*rimental values are less ihan all tlu‘ theoreti­
cal '^alues.
IN T  K ODTMVr J ON
Various models have been proposed to take into account the Kcreeuing 
effect of the two electrons surrounding the nuclear <*harge. To calculate the 
above Hcrecning, Hyllcraa-i (1929) has taken the wave function of the Schriid- 
inger equation to be a product of two wave functions in the is state with 
Z ”  J, Z being the nuclear (jharge value.
Huzinaga (1960), on the other hand, has taken Hymmetrized jn-odnet of two 
wave functiousa in Ksr state with fcwo different Z values.
In the present paper wo propose to study the })rohlcm of scattering of 
electrons if the target atoms are already excited. In actual experimental 
conditions, the target atoms are also excited by inelastic ( ollifions, t-o that there 
is always a certain fraidion of the number of atoms which are in excited states ; 
it is worth while to see how the scattering is effected by the excited states of 
the target atoms. Here we arc considering one of the electrons to be in its ]s 
state and the other in 2^  state.
M A T H K M A T 1 C A b K E S U h T S
The potential function of atom having two elcdrons is given by 
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whore the co-ordinates o f tho two electrons o f the atom arc denoted hy r, and
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A-jj and r is the (;c>-ordiiiat-e of the incident electron with the uucIoum as the 
origin. \jf is the wave function of the system and is taken to be
H, {r^ ) Itz(r,)}\/^ l
3 Z ^ r
where ]2 2c' «o 
\ i
and the normalization factor N is given by
N- =  ...........- -  - -  -  -
47t^  { 1-1 8 ^ 2 . /  ( y i z ,+ z ,r ^ )
Substituting (2) in ( l )  we obtain for V the following expi’ossiou
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To calcjulatc the differential scattering cross section (r(0) which is \f(d) |  ^ vvo 
Born approximation jn^dlnxl in which/(6?) is given by
J hr 
0
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Substituting the value of V from Eq. (3) in Kq. (4) wo obtain
I
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where i ? -4 {2 (2 Z i -| / ! -u „ -8 (2 Z i+ Z 2 )P u „ » } { f i4 Z /
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In the above we have ueji,Ieotccl the eoutributiou of the last term of the 
expreRsion (5) as it is^verj  ^ small compared with those of the other terms.
D T S CJ tT S 8 T () N S
In the table below we have given the numerical values of the differential 
cross section at different scattering angles for the incident electron energy of 
700 ev. For comparison we also give similar values of the differential cross 
section when the screening due to the electrons is completely neglected. 
In the third column the experimental values (Hughes, Mac Millan and Webb, 
1932) are added.
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TABT^ I
Energy 700 ev 
|/((9)1* in units of 10’ *® cm*
Prosent rosult Coulomb field Experimental
values
r>7" 17.19 20 .25 15 .5
72" 8 .4 8 .8 8 .1 2
87" 4 .4 6 4 .7 5 .1 0
102° 2 .3 7 2 .8 8 3 .97
117" 1.97 2 .0 0 3 .5 6
132 1 .48 1 .53 3 .4 4
147' 0 .9 I . 25 1.54
From the above table we find that the present theoretical cross section 
of scattering of electrons of 700 ev energy by excited He atoms is considerably
Fi .^ 1. Differential acattaring cross section is plotted against angles in degrees.
The curves marked E, B, M andC represent respectively the experimental 
results and the theoretical results of Bhattacharyya, Mukherji and of 
coulomb scattering of the bare nucleus.
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lower than the experimental eross seetion of scattering by ordinary He, at 
large angles o f scattering. The theoretical cross section of scattering by 
screened He atoms in the ground state calculated by the method of Born’s first 
approximation (Mukherjee, 1061) isgiv< n in  the graph and found to be very 
nearly the same as the scattering cross sectiott by excited He atoms at angles 
above 90°, and slightly larger at angle below 5)0°., The cross section of scattering 
by bare nucleus calculated by the first Boni a]^)roxi]nation method is larger 
than both the theoretical cioss sections either by ordinary He atoms or by 
excited He atoms; this shows that the influence screening is not so appreciable 
at this energy of the incident electron. Mor^jver, the fact that the cross 
section of scattering even by bare nucleus calc-iilated in the first Born ap])roxi- 
mation is much lower than the experimental findings at angles greater than 
flO'^ 5 scorns to indicate the inadequacy of the fiifst Borh approximation and the 
necessity of taking into account higher order terons of Born scries.
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